People’s CV19 LOCKDOWN Bailout Directives Referendum
(For a downloadable copy go to: sandys.art/pdf/CV19_lockdown_bailout_directives_ballot.pdf)
The current CV19 LOCKDOWN is without historic precedent. It is a
farce. This CV19 “event” has been leveraged by a neoliberal 1% to
resuscitate their failed corporate global governing objectives. Two
months of mandatory Stay-At-Home research and data collection
proves this CV19 to be no more than a bad flu. Our freedoms to
make adult responsible decisions for the well being of ourselves, our
family and friends has been usurped from us without reason,
consent or constitutionality. We hereby vote with this ballot for the
policies and budget allocations that we voters authorize to solve the
crisis democratically. Our current government is colonized by the
1%, it’s politicians and it’s media. The votes below describe our

policy desires. Representative’s jobs are to implement those
policies, not to decide for us. This ballot is a glimpse of the how the
public must decide policy in the future. It is in response to a collapse
in responsible governing. We must self rule via Direct Democracy.
Votes on each Policy Item are entered in gradations of emphasis
from YES (4 points) to OK (3 point) to NEUTRAL (2 points) to
SKEPTICAL (1 point) to NO (0 points). A 2.1 point average total
from all voters on each of Items 1,2, 3, and 4 decides
implementation or rejection of the policy described with appropriate
intensity indicated by the highness or lowness of the average total
point count for each policy.

Instructions: circle the one word for each Impeachment Item below, that best describes your decision + emphasis.
(yes = 4, OK = 3, neutral = 2, skeptical = 1, no = 0. Points will be totaled & divided by the number of votes.
2.1 avg. passes each policy, higher avg. total provides emphasis. Each elected & judicial official that receives this
ballot must record and tally accurately the results and submit them in timely fashion to the public & to ruling
bodies they work in at City, County, State & National levels and collectively coordinate their timely
implementation.
Name: __________________________________________________________Date: _____________SS# (last 4 digits):_________
Address: _______________________________________________City:______________________State:_____ ZIP: ___________

1

Terminate Stay-At-Home Orders for the Healthy Now.
Quarantine the Sick & Vulnerable. Mask Only the Sick.

4
yes

2

3
OK

2

neutral

1

skeptical

0
no

Suspend All Credit Due Billings Such as Mortgage,
Loan, Rent & Credit Card until Economic Crisis Ends.

4
yes

3

OK

2

neutral

1

skeptical

0
no

Provide Safety-net Support for Food, Medical Care
& Basic Services until Economic Crisis Ends.

4
yes

4

3
3
OK

2

neutral

1

skeptical

0
no

Do Not Bailout Banks, Corporations or the 1%,
Bailout America’s 99% until the Economic Crisis Ends.

4
yes

3
OK

2

neutral

1

skeptical

0
no

When complete, mail copies of your filled-out Ballot and Cover Letter to each of your
“representatives” at City, County, State & National levels.
(4-27-20)

The American People’s Cv19 LOCKDOWN Bailout Referendum 2020
“Our Government, our Policies, our Budget.”

Date:

Dear
This letter and completed Policy & Budget Ballot is being sent to you as a record of the Policies
and Budget I am directing you to implement on my behalf. The American people after a month of
Stay-At-Home detention research and data assessment have concluded that CV19 is only a bad flu
and there is no historic or medical reasoning for social LOCKDOWN. It is apparent that
authoritarian neoliberal 1%ers are leveraging this event as an excuse to impose martial law
control over society under the banner of safety. A FAKE safety merely to facilitate a corporate
global governing apparatus whereby local laws and constitutions are voided by undemocratic
pronouncements of corporate dictates to unleash unregulated profits.
Republics worldwide have been OCCUPIED and COLONIZED by neoliberal capitalist wealth and
power attempting to save failing capitalism in a PostGrowth environment. Earth has hit peak
everything. Growth, the universal mantra of capitalism, is no longer possible on a maxed-out
planet. To surmount these natural limits and avoid humanity replacing capitalism with a
maintenance economy of egalitarian socialism, the 1% have deployed their Disaster Capitalism
shock & awe team to flip a flu into a blanket pandemic LOCKDOWN. Bill Gates advocates
mandatory vaccines (and has billions invested in this technology) even though flu vaccine efficacy
is only from 20 - 70% at best and vaccines have caused enormous documented human damage,
$3+ billion in payouts and the Supreme Court in their own words has declared “vaccines
unavoidably un-safe”. BigPharma and BigMed stand to haul in massive profits with on-call
lockdowns, enforced medical procedures and an encaged market of forced consumption.
The latest estimates from Stanford and the UK show that the infection to death rate is 0.12%,
comparable to a seasonal flu, and is only causing death with the elderly and those with multiple
underlying health problems. The WHO is 2/3rds funded by private corporations with massive
funding from BigVaccine. The CDC and US government agencies are infamous for fastracking any
beneficial legislation or rule breaks for BigMed or BigPharma at the expense of the public who
ends up paying the bill. Sweden and Taiwan have not locked down their citizens and their numbers
have remained comparable.
The worst feature of this crisis is that it provides cover for the 1%’s INFINITE FED MONEY
BAILOUT while throwing the 99% into joblessness and eviction, declaring public assets like USPS,
SS and Medicare subject to austerity, while licking their chops over possible privatization. The 1%
Bankster CA$1N0 Bubble, reinflated in multiple directions from 2008, was ready to blow and reset
before CV19. Now, they and their bought-and-sold-politicians use not only pandemic for martial
laws control to save capitalism, but as excuse to absconding our Treasury, slam us with digital
cash and a Panopticon of surveillance to keep us under their boot.
We’ve had enough of corporate profit motivated policy decisions being made in our government.
The ballot on the reverse side is my vote on (4) CV19 policies which we demand our
representatives to implement.

Sincerely,

Name:

Address, City, State, Zip, Phone:

